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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2011-2012 


Colorado State Tau Psi 


 


A. Initiations 


The Colorado State University Pi Tau Sigma group held formal initiation meetings twice during 


the academic year, once in the fall and once in the spring. The selection process for the potential 


members is competitive (top 25% for juniors and top 35% for seniors).  Eligible students were 


sent invitational emails to join the society with a grace period of ~two weeks to make their 


decisions.  Fall initiation took place on October 10, 2011 (16 new members) and spring initiation 


was done on March 28, 2012 (10 new members), totaling 26 new members. As part of the formal 


initiations, new members were required to recite necessary sections of the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals 


document found on the official Pi Tau Sigma website.  With completion of these vows, new 


members were officially part of the CSU Pi Tau Sigma organization.    


 


B. Chapter Activities 


At the beginning of the academic year, a showcase of various engineering clubs was on display 


by the College of Engineering for new engineering students.  Pi Tau Sigma was requested to 


participate in this booth display.  In response to this request, vice president Chelsey Lewis 


created and presented a poster session detailing the history of CSU Pi Tau, benefits of joining 


and membership requirements.   This poster will likely be usable for future officers in 


anticipation of future club showcases. 


To uphold the traditions of the Colorado State University Tau Psi chapter, all members of the 


organization were required to dedicate two hours weekly in service of tutoring underclassmen 


engineering students.  Tutoring sessions were largely assigned to students based on academic 


interest and time availability.  The focus of the tutoring was directed toward undergraduate core 


engineering classes (thermodynamics, heat transfer, etc.) and not toward prerequisite engineering 


courses (such as calculus, physics, etc.)  Typically 2-3 students were available to tutor for each 


core class, creating a large number of opportunities for underclassmen to receive assistance.  The 


tutoring initiative set forth by CSU has received much praise from the engineering faculty and 


will likely continue to be an active area of participation for future Pi Tau members. 


In addition to the traditional tutoring initiative, Pi Tau Sigma held an informational meeting 


about the Order of the Engineer society.  During this meeting, Dr. Fred Smith (Professor 


Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering) gave an informal presentation about the order’s history as 


well as membership information. 


Lastly, a special project was undertaken by a Pi Tau Sigma member, Darryl Beemer, in 


collaboration with the President’s Leadership Program to develop a ‘2-pronged’ outreach 


program by: 







1) Engineering a physical object for educational purposes and advertisement 


2) Coordination of student-driven outreach for local youth as part of STEM initiatives 


The results of this project were showcased during the officer election meeting. 


 


C. Other 


Officer elections were conducted at the beginning of April to passover Pi Tau Sigma 


responsibilities to the new officers.  Elections were done by having each interested member 


volunteer for available positions and, if necessary, provide a brief summary of previous 


applicable experience to being an officer.  After elections, new members began to share some 


ideas regarding new goals for the 2012-2013 year including: 


1) Maintaining tutoring responsibility 


2) Improving overall recruiting rates 


3) Allow for much more interaction between tutors and underclassmen by implementing 


new internet-based communication tools 


New members were then given access to all necessary information for a smooth transition of 


officer duties.  The new members include: 


 


President: Allison Kotewicz  


Vice President: Kevin Westhoff 


Treasurer: Darryl Beemer  


Secretary: Yijun Wang  


Community Service Chair: John Whitmore 


Advisor – 


Dr. John D. Williams 


Reporting Officers – 


President: Andrew Kustas 


Vice President: Chelsey Lewis 


Treasurer: Alex Dean  


Secretary: Steve Sewell  


Community Service Chair: Paul Bujanovich 


 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2013-2014 


 


Colorado State Tau Psi 


 


A. Initiations 


 


The Colorado State University Tau Psi Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma held formal initiation for new 


members in both the fall and spring semesters. In fall 2013, 38 junior students were eligible 


within the top 25% of mechanical engineering students. The cutoff GPA for this group was 3.26. 


Additionally, 104 senior students were eligible within the top 35% of mechanical engineering 


students. The cutoff GPA for this group was 3.26. In spring 2014, 49 junior students were 


eligible within the top 25% of mechanical engineering students. The cutoff GPA for this group 


was 3.378. Moreover, 130 senior students were eligible within the top 35% of mechanical 


engineering students. The cutoff GPA for this group was 3.208. Eligible students were sent a 


formal invitation to join Pi Tau Sigma through email. 11 new members were initiated into Pi Tau 


Sigma in the fall on October 2, 2014. 24 new members were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma in the 


spring on March 12, 2014. As part of the formal initiations, new members were required to recite 


sections of the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals document per national guidelines set forth by Pi Tau Sigma. 


With completion of these vows, new members were officially welcomed into the CSU Pi Tau 


Sigma organization in the presence of the officers and current members. Pizza and drinks were 


provided and dress was business casual. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


The Colorado State Tau Psi chapter activities began with the annual Engineering Student 


Organizations Fair on August 23, 2014. The purpose of this fair is for incoming freshman 


engineering students to see and interact with the leadership of all the different engineering 


organizations. The Tau Psi chapter officers hosted an informational booth as well as an 


engineering problem solving challenge to encourage new students to approach the booth. The 


challenge involved answering one of ten engineering problems on a flyer correctly for candy. 


The officers described the purpose of Pi Tau Sigma as well as the various resources that the club 


provided to incoming engineering students, namely tutoring. 


 


As in previous years of the organization, the Tau Psi Chapter continued providing tutoring 


services to mechanical engineering students. In an attempt to increase student access to the 


tutoring services, the officer team decided to focus all tutoring efforts on first and second year 


mechanical engineering courses. This provided more tutoring hours for the difficult ‘weed-out’ 


courses to the students who need it most. Pi Tau Sigma tutored seven courses, providing 16 


hours of tutoring per week. On a case-by-case basis, Pi Tau Sigma provided one-on-one tutoring 


services for two requesting students. 


 


In addition to tutoring, Pi Tau Sigma was very active in community outreach. In Fall 2012, Pi 


Tau Sigma participated in its first STEM night at Shepardson Elementary School in Fort Collins, 


CO. The tradition was continued in Fall 2013, and two other elementary school STEM nights 







were added. Timnath Elementary School in Fort Collins, CO, and Ivy Stockwell Elementary 


School in Loveland, CO, invited Pi Tau Sigma to participate in their STEM nights. The club 


produced interactive STEM displays: 3D printing display with a demonstrating 3D printer; 


rocket display and multiple rocket launches throughout the event; NASA lift and drag 


experiments and display; mechatronics project display; and magic carpet pulley system for kids 


to lift their friends. The elementary school students and parents were excited to learn about 


mechanical engineering through the Pi Tau Sigma displays. Below shows a picture of several of 


the displays described above as well as participating members. 


 


 
Figure 1. STEM Community Outreach 


 


Pi Tau Sigma also participated in campus-wide volunteering efforts. Specifically, a group of Pi 


Tau Sigma students travelled to Loveland, CO, to help at the Sylvan Dale Ranch as part of 


Colorado State University’s CSUnity day. CSUnity is an annual community service event that 


aims to involve all campus student organizations in a day of service. Pi Tau Sigma was assigned 


to Sylvan Dale Ranch which was devastated by floods in late September 2013. The group 


worked for seven hours to help with the cleanup process by sorting through debris and scrap 


metal recycling. The ranch was extremely appreciative of Pi Tau Sigma’s efforts to help with the 


massive cleanup and rebuilding process. Below shows a picture of the entire group and two 


members during the cleanup process. 







 
Figure 2. Sylvan Dale Ranch Cleanup 


 


Lastly, the Pi Tau Sigma officers hosted a design competition during the final meeting of the 


semester. The design competition challenged teams to create a marshmallow launching device 


that was both accurate and had the longest range. Limited supplies were given to each team and a 


30 minute time limit for construction was imposed. The competition involved the team placing a 


target at a specified location and seeing if the team could be successful in hitting the target 


within two attempts. The winning team as well as the four marshmallow launching designs are 


shown below. 







 
Figure 3. Design Competition 


 


Throughout the academic year, Pi Tau Sigma maintained a monthly meeting schedule. During 


the meetings, officers and members collaborated on making the tutoring services as effective as 


possible; officers announced volunteer opportunities debriefed ones that had passed; and the 


officers provided an open forum for members to voice any opinions and suggestions. 


 


C. Other 


 


With three of the four 2013-2014 officers graduating, a significant turnover in chapter leadership 


occurred. Officer elections took place in April, providing sufficient time for the current officers 


to interact with the new officers. An officer planning meeting was held in early May to help set 


the vision for the 2014-2015 academic year as well as provide any information to the new 


officers to help ease their transition into their new roles. The new officer team for the 2014-2015 


academic year is: 


 


President: Matthew Todd 


Vice President: Andrea Tripp 


Secretary: Josh Krokowski 


Treasurer: John Whitmore 


Community Outreach: Philip Thompson 


 


Advisor – 


Dr. John D. Williams 


 


Reporting Officers – 


President: Kevin Westhoff 


Vice President: John Whitmore 


Treasurer: Darryl Beemer 


Community Outreach: Taylor Bevis 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 2016-2017 


 


 Colorado State University – Tau Psi 


 A. Initiations 


During the 2016-2017 school year, the Tau Psi chapter held two initiations.  The students selected 


to join were in the top 25% of juniors and the top 35% of seniors. The first initiation was for the 


fall semester held on November 16, 2016. This event was held on campus where there was a design 


competition and free food for all members following the ritual. The spring initiation was held on 


March 30, 2017. This event was hosted at a local bowling alley where food and laser tag were 


provided after the rituals. The new initiates are required to complete 40 hours of community service 


as well as participate in the meetings and events our chapter hosts throughout the school year.  


Students who were within the acceptable percentile to join PTS who did not have a GPA equal to 


or greater than 3.25 were not invited to join due to new requirement policies.  


 B. Chapter Activities 


The 2016-2017 school year showed a clear transition in our chapter’s focus. The Tau Psi chapter 


continued several traditions formed over the years and started some new traditions to further our 


chapter’s connectedness to Colorado State University and the Fort Collins community.  


During chapter meetings, members were informed of upcoming volunteering activities as well as 


updated on changing policies within our organization. Occasionally, officers planned design 


competitions for the members to participate in as teams or individuals. Some of the memorable 


competitions were designing a bridge to withstand an increasing load, designing towers to 


withstand wind from handheld fans, and designing and racing paper boats through an obstacle 


course. These competitions help encourage problem solving and strengthen member’s connection 


to the Tau Psi chapter. Lucky winners are also given a prize for their efforts. 


Volunteer opportunities the Tau Psi chapter participated in varied from years past. This academic 


year, the Tau Psi chapter participated in Fall Cleanup. Colorado State University hosts this event 


where student organizations volunteer throughout the community to clean and maintain homes 


where the owners are unable to do so themselves. This year the Tau Psi chapter assisted an elderly 


couple rake, trim trees, clean gutters, and landscape with mulch and rocks.  


The Tau Psi chapter also participated in several STEM events at local elementary schools around 


Fort Collins. During these events, members travel to schools where many STEM related 


organizations gather to teach students what they could do with a STEM education. Our chapter 


brings projects for students to look at to understand what a mechanical engineering student does 


while in school and as a professional after graduation. These projects include linkage systems, 


cutaway transmissions and engines, gyroscopes, instrumentation, turbomachinery, and model 







rockets. These events allow our chapter to connect to the Fort Collins community as well as the 


next generation of STEM students to show them the importance of our future profession all while 


fulfilling volunteering requirements. 


Our chapter also participated in Ram Welcome. This event welcomes freshman engineers to CSU 


where our chapter is allowed to explain the different opportunities we give to fellow students and 


members and why maintaining a good transcript will allow them to join our organization and reap 


the benefits we provide. 


Another way the Tau Psi chapter impacted our fellow student body was by implementing a seminar 


series that introduces members and students to ME professors and industry leaders in the Fort 


Collins community. These speakers discussed the opportunities obtaining a ME degree would 


bring about, how to find what industry to pursue from their interests, and offered opportunities to 


get involved. This series allowed students to gain insight to the thermal science, biomedical 


science, and environmental/atmospheric science industries and how students could fit into them 


with a ME degree. There was also a PTS alumni that presented on how student involvement and 


leadership experience affected his career. There were students that received interviews from this 


seminar which is a great accomplishment in our chapter’s eyes.   


Lastly, the 2016-2017 school year allowed our Vice President to the national convention with the 


help of Colorado State University and the National office of Pi Tau Sigma. This trip motivated our 


Vice President to pitch a bid to host the 2019 PTS national convention which was won through the 


vote held at the end of the 2017 spring semester. The new officer team was informed of the won 


bid and planning has already started for this event.  


Overall, the Tau Psi chapter is proud of the outcome of this academic year and look forward to the 


upcoming events we have in store. We feel our activities have strengthened our organization and 


will continue to grow our chapter and expand our chapter’s impact on the Fort Collins community.  


 C. Other 


The Tau Psi chapter of Pi Tau Sigma is excited for the future. We hope to expand our reach to 


more CSU students and more Fort Collins community members. We also look forward to hosting 


the 2019 National Convention and hope to leave a lasting impact on all who attend and participate 


in the activities to be planned.  


  


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2009-2010 


Colorado State University Tau Psi 


 A.            Initiations 


We held initiations twice this academic year, once in the fall semester and once in the spring.  


We attempted to send out the letters of acceptance to all qualified candidates roughly halfway 


through the semester and then held the initation ceremony roughly two thirds through the 


semester.  We had in the past gone to a dinner and held initiations with the new candidates and 


the officers, but this year we tried to make things a little more fun for everyone involved.  We 


held the regular initiation procedure with a speech about the morals and the goals of the society, 


and then brought everyone to a bowling alley to get better accuainted.  In order to deem if a 


candidate is qualified they needed to have a few requirements, first they needed to hold high 


academic standing.  Second, they needed to be at least considered juniors in order to ensure that 


they had continued this dedication through more than a single year.  It was also necessary that 


the members of this society be able to help teach the younger classes, which implies that they 


needed to have a fair amount of experience.  These requirements were given to the advisor and 


the qualified candidates were then made aware with initation letters.  This tradition will be 


continued through to the future years. 


B.            Chapter Activities 


CSU Tutoring Program – Pi Tau Sigma provided tutors for a wide variety of classes in order to 


be a more public figure on campus in order to try and get more pledges in the future.  We also 


hoped to provide a way for students who are uneasy about approaching the professor to come to 


a more comfortable medium in order to learn what is necessary for success in the course and in 


future endeavors.  This program was quite time consuming which is why it was the only program 


attempted this academic year.  The success of the first year was not very high, but with the 


lessons learned from the first year, we hope to increase the effectiveness of this program in 


future years as well as increase involvement and knowledge of our society. 


C.            Other 


Transfer of Responsibilities 


Officer elections were held in early April.  This was done in order to facilitate a smooth transfer 


of responsibilities from the current officers to the next.  By doing this, next years president was 


able to sit in on future planning and protocol that Pi Tau Sigma has been guided by.  


Furthermore, the new president was previously the vice president and a new vice president was 


elected so that they could continue to be president the next year.   


  







Plans for 2010-2011 


Update chapter website in order to promote knowledge of Pi Tau Sigma and to keep 


members up to date on current events.  Site will also allow for interaction between current 


members and Pi Tau Sigma alum.  


Continue participation in CSUnity as a means to give back to the community. 


Increase member participation by catering more to members’ interests. 


Continue the tutoring program in order to increase its effectiveness. 


 


Chapter Officers  


President Stacy Jonett 


Vice President Hannah Hudson 


Treasurer Steven Isaacs 


Secretary James Howland 


Community Service Chair Matthew Fox 


 


Chapter Advisor   


Dr. John Williams 


 


Contact information   


www.engr.colostate.edu/pts 


 


Reporters 


Stacy Jonett  


Hannah Hudson 


Steven Isaacs 


James Howland 


Matthew Fox 


 








2019-2020 
 
Pi Tau Sigma - Colorado State Tau Psi 
 
A. Initiations 
A.1. Fall Initiation 
The Fall 2019 initiation took place early in the fall semester, on the 27th of September,                
continuing previous year’s institution of a business-formal event. The initiation was held in a              
private classroom with refreshments. Our members and officers attended in formal attire and new              
members were ritually inducted by the President and Vice President. The officers felt that the               
professionalism of the event was more representative of the prestige of our organization and we               
plan to continue these traditions in the future. We invited junior or senior mechanical              
engineering students in the top 25% of their class, with a GPA of 3.25 or higher to become a                   
member. The top 10% of sophomore mechanical engineers were invited to become honorary             
affiliates who are able to access most membership privileges except holding officer positions or              
voting on national matters. We also held a make-up initiation on the 30th of September. 3                
members were inducted in total.  


 
A.2. Spring Initiation 
Omitted - Postponed to Fall 2020 due to Covid-19 outbreak 
 







B1. National Convention 
The National Convention at RIT was a great escape for the President and one other active                
member of the Tau Psi chapter. January 31st and February 1st were spent at Rochester Institute                
of Technology in Rochester, New York. The 2 days of activities kept everyone busy, but gave all                 
a fun break from school work and stress with new friends and contacts. Friday night dinner was                 
the first event of the convention. We were there for a catered dinner at the RIT campus.                 
Following the dinner was a game night in the student center where an assortment of board games                 
were available to play. The next morning, most of the days networking happened. At the dinner                
and awards night, the Colorado State Tau Psi Chapter was awarded with the 2019 Oustandin               
Chapter Award. 


  
 


 
 
 
B2. Volunteering 
The Tau Psi chapter continued to offer members volunteer opportunities that keep the             
organization connected with the local community. The chapter volunteered in local STEM nights             
at elementary schools to inspire young students to pursue careers in mechanical engineering. The              
chapter brought in interactive machines such as a Stirling engine, a cutaway lawn mower engine,               
and a four-bar linkage system. The volunteers talked to the students to explain in simple terms                
what exactly is going on/how the machines work, introducing engineering to students in a fun               
way. The chapter participated in a twice yearly volunteering event set up by the university,               
CSUnity and Fall Clean-Up. Unfortunately due to Covid-19, CSUnity was not held in the spring,               
but Fall Clean-Up was a huge success. Fall Clean-Up and CSUnity is an assistance program for                
local elderly residents to help clean their yard after the winter and summers to prepare for the                 







next season. This is a very rewarding program and helps to reflect CSU in a great light to                  
residents.  


 
 


 
C3. Events 
In addition to monthly member meetings, induction, and seminars, the Tau Psi chapter held one               
social event in the fall semester for members. This allowed members that were not able to attend                 
normal meeting times additional opportunities for attendance points and getting to know            
members. These events also further all members’ connection to the chapter and the resources              
available, including connections with other members. For the fall semester event, the chapter             
hosted the third annual Pi Tau Sigma Jingle and Mingle holiday party for members and their                
friends and family. Festivities included an ugly sweater contest, a Christmas Chili-cookoff and a              
holiday themed design competition with prizes, pizza, candy and goodies. The event was one of               
the best attended this year and the chapter is considering opening the event to the entire college                 
in the future, as a yearly fundraising event. The chapter also participated in Ram Welcome, a                
yearly event the week before classes start. This event welcomes freshmen engineering students to              
the college and allows them to see what engineering specific student organizations are available.              
The chapter had a booth with games and prizes for attraction, with officers talking to students                
about the organization, its requirements and benefits. This is a great first introduction to the               
organization for incoming engineering students and the Tau Psi chapter will continue to reach              
out to prospective members through this event.  








 
PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2012 – 2013 


 


Colorado State Tau Psi 


 


 


A. Initiations  


 


The Colorado State University Tau Psi Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma held formal initiation meetings 


during the fall and spring academic semesters. The selection process for the potential members is 


limited to the top 25% of juniors and the top 35% of seniors. In the fall semester, this included 


127 eligible students with a cutoff GPA of 3.357 for juniors and 3.272 for seniors. In the spring 


semester, this included 155 eligible students with a cutoff GPA of 3.444 for juniors and 3.234 for 


seniors. Eligible students were sent formal invitations to join the honor society via email. Fall 


initiation was held on November 28, 2012 at which 17 new members were inducted and 


welcomed by current members into the society with an informal social. Spring initiation was 


held on May 9, 2013 at which 11 new members were inducted and welcomed into the society as 


outgoing seniors were wished farewell. As part of the formal initiations, new members were 


required to recite sections of the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals document per national guidelines set forth 


by Pi Tau Sigma. With completion of these vows, new members were officially welcomed into 


the CSU Pi Tau Sigma organization in the presence of the officers and current members. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


The beginning of the 2012 – 2013 academic year was launched with the College of Engineering 


Ram Welcome Student Organization Fair. At this showcase welcoming new, incoming students 


to the college, officers of the Tau Psi Chapter hosted a Pi Tau Sigma information booth with an 


interactive Greek Letters Guessing Game and offered semester organizational calendars to the 


new freshman. This event not only introduced Pi Tau Sigma to new students, but also 


encouraged freshmen to take advantage of Pi Tau Sigma’s service of free tutoring in engineering 


academic subjects throughout the year. 


 


In accordance with Colorado State’s chapter traditions, members with three or less semesters of 


membership were required to dedicate one to two hours per week for tutoring in core 


undergraduate engineering classes. Unlike most general courses, the university does not dedicate 


tutors to engineering courses, and the Tau Psi Chapter fills in this gap with service from its 


members. While tutors were generally assigned based on academic skill in specific courses and 


availability, some members had the opportunity to serve as private tutors for the first time this 


year. At the beginning of the year, a survey was made available to all mechanical engineering 


students in which a private tutor for specific courses could be requested. 7 students were able to 


take advantage of this new program. In total, tutoring was provided for 11 different courses in 


both the fall and spring semesters, including mechanical engineering problem solving, machine 


design, thermodynamics, and heat transfer. 


 







As preparation for tutoring throughout the year, Pi Tau Sigma partnered with the The Institute 


for Learning and Teaching (TILT), a university-wide program, to offer tutor training sessions to 


its members. TILT organized sessions on academic integrity, campus resources, cultural 


differences, leadership and role modeling that all members of the Tau Psi Chapter were 


encouraged to attend. 


 


Outside of tutoring, a meeting was held early in the semester to gauge interest of members in a 


variety of service and organization activities. Interactive feedback was received by having 


members write ideas on chalkboards around the meeting room and supporting others ideas by 


adding tally marks next to the idea. Some of the feedback included hosting employer 


informational sessions, guest lectures, seminars for engineering freshmen, review sessions, and 


STEM outreach events. 


 


 
Figure 1 - Brainstorming Meeting with Chalkboard Ideas 


From the brainstorming meeting, the officer team led the participation of Pi Tau Sigma in a 


STEM outreach event at a local elementary school on November 8, 2012. Through a partnership 


with the CSU chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Pi Tau Sigma 


planned a rocket launch to help kick off the evening’s events and then hosted a booth with three 


demonstration projects including a sophomore design student-built machine, a small cutaway 


engine and a clean cook stove display. Several officers and members were available at the booth 


to teach the students about each of the projects and the rocket in an effort to get elementary 


school-age children excited about science, technology, engineering, and math. 


 


At the end of the year, Pi Tau Sigma planned a new event to welcome incoming members and 


present graduation cords to outgoing seniors. The event was planned to include a “Hike to the 


A,” a Colorado State tradition. Due to weather, the event had to be cancelled, but the chapter 


hopes to plan the event again next year and start a new chapter tradition. In lieu of the “Hike to 


the A,” members met on the Colorado State Oval to pick up their cords, play Frisbee, and take a 


final organization photo. As seen below, some of our graduating seniors are photographed with 


the university president, Tony Frank, in front of the Administration building. 


 







 
Figure 2 - 2013 Graduating Seniors with University President Tony Frank 


C. Other  


 


Because only one member of the 2012-2013 officer team was a graduating senior, most of the 


officers are carrying over to the 2013-2014 year. This simplifies the organization’s leadership 


transition and continuance of organization procedures. The leadership team has left room for the 


election of one new member from the Fall 2013 inductees to allow for fresh input into the 


organization and the implementation of novel ideas. The new officer team for the 2013-2014 


academic year will include: 


 


President: Kevin Westhoff 


Vice President: John Whitmore 


Treasurer: Darryl Beemer 


 


Advisor –  


Dr. John D. Williams 


 


Reporting Officers –  


President: Allison Kotewicz 


Vice President: Kevin Westhoff 


Treasurer: Darryl Beemer 


Secretary: Yijun Wang 


Community Activities: John Whitmore 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 2015-2016 
 


 Colorado State University – Tau Psi 


 A. Initiations 


During the 2015-2016 school year, the Tau Psi chapter performed two initiations.  The students 
who are selected to join are determined by the top 25% of juniors and the top 35% of seniors. 
The first was the fall initiation held on October 9, 2015. To celebrate, after the ceremony, all 
chapter members as well as the advisor were invited to free bowling. The spring initiation was 
held on March 24, 2016. Bowling was provided again after the rituals to celebrate the new 
members. The new initiates are required to complete 40 hours of community service as well as 
go to the initiations throughout the school year.  The minimum academic GPA of our new 
initiates cannot be given to our organization due to a school policy.  


 B. Chapter Activities 


The 2015-2016 school year allowed the Tau Psi chapter to interact together and bond during 
meetings as members, to get involved in the community, to promote our name to the student 
body at Colorado State University, and to attend the national convention.  


During chapter meetings, an officer comes with a design competition for the rest of the members, 
who break into teams. These competitions range from bottle rockets to design a bridge to 
withstand a specific weight. The competitions help strengthen member’s team and problem 
solving skills, our organization’s community between members, and to the lucky winners a prize 
is give.  


Moreover, this past school year brought many volunteer opportunities to the Tau Psi chapter. The 
Tau Psi chapter was grateful to be able to participate in CSUnity and Fall Cleanup. Both events 
are thrown by Colorado State University. When the group arrives, the university coordinators 
gives directions to the home or area the group will help that day. Tau Psi travels together and 
volunteers our time doing what ever the person we are matched with needs. These tasks can 
include cleaning up elderly people’s yards and gutters along with many other activities. CSUnity 
(in the spring) and Fall Cleanup (in the fall) allow our organization to interact with the 
community in Fort Collins, CO and help make the people in the community lives easier and 
volunteer our time for a great purpose. Figure 1 shows a photo of some of the members with the 
family they helped during Fall Clean Up.  







 


Figure 1: Members at Fall Clean Up 


 The members, to fulfill their service requirement, volunteer their time every Wednesday and 
Thursday throughout the semester tutoring other engineers. The Tau Psi chapter has tutored 
fellow students for a few years now. Officers contact different teachers and go visit classes to 
spread the word of the free service. Furthermore, our group participated in Ram Welcome for 
freshman engineers to introduce our organization and explain the different opportunities we give 
to fellow students and members. As an organization, we also participate in STEM nights at local 
elementary schools. There are two STEM nights throughout the year and at each we bring 
multiple projects created by members and rockets to launch. During the night, families come to 
our setup, and we explain what we enjoy about engineering, what type of engineering went into 
our projects, and how they can become engineers as well. Figure 2 shows a member explaining a 
mechatronic project at a STEM night this year.  


 


Figure 2: STEM Night  







The experience is always uplifting to see so many young minds already excited about 
mathematics, science, and engineering. The STEM nights are something our organization looks 
forward to each year and works to create and bring new projects, 3D printers, and more each 
year. Volunteering for our school and community is something the members of the Tau Psi 
chapter look forward to every year.  


Another way the Tau Psi chapter got involved with our fellow student body was setting up tours 
and a lecture. The tours took place at different engineering firms in the Fort Collins, CO area 
including Lulzbot and Wolf Robotics. Sign-ups for the tours are always first opened to Pi Tau 
Sigma members and then opened to the student body. These tours help get our name out to the 
student body and build relationships with different companies in our area. The lecture for the 
student body was conducted by Lockheed Martin and organized by the Tau Psi chapter and the 
Colorado State University Engineering Success Center. The lecture went over how to plan and 
execute a project, specifically the Lockheed Martin Orion project. The lecturers explained the 
setbacks they faced and how they proceeded in order to accomplish the requirements of their 
client. The lecture was open to all engineering students and gave our chapter another chance to 
explain to students who we are and what we do.  


Furthermore, the 2015-2016 school year also brought the opportunity for some members to travel 
to the national convention with the help of the Engineering College Council at Colorado State 
University and the National office of Pi Tau Sigma. The members who were able to attend 
returned with new ideas of how to conduct different business. The convention goers also told us 
the new amendments past along with the great activities they were able to do. Overall, the 
convention helped the members learn new skills and interact with Pi Tau Sigma members from 
around the U.S.  


Overall, the Tau Psi chapter is proud of the events we have held, participated in, and learned 
from. We feel our activities this past year have strengthened our organization and allowed us to 
introduce ourselves to future Pi Tau Sigma members.  


 C. Other 
The Tau Psi chapter of Pi Tau Sigma is excited for the future. We hope to expand our reach and 
volunteer at more STEM nights across Colorado. We also look forward to participating in 
CSUnity and Fall Clean Up again. Our hope for next year is to start a new volunteering program 
for our members, so the members can choose between tutoring through out the year and a 
different volunteering platform. We also hope to get our new advisor Dr. Shantanu Jathar more 
involve next year. This year our meetings conflicted with his work, and he was unable to come. 
The Tau Psi chapter is proud of our accomplishments during the last year and is ready to 
accomplish more next year and for years to come.  


  


 








2017-2018 
 
  Colorado State Tau Psi 
 
A. Initiations 
A.1. Fall Initiation 
The Fall 2017 initiation took place on the 13th of October, and was the first formal initiation the                  
Tau Psi chapter has hosted in recent history. The chapter decided to shift from an informal event                 
at our local bowling alley, to a formal event in the student center. This transition greatly                
benefitted our organization as a whole through imparting a sense of purpose to the new members                
who were eager to contribute towards the growth of our chapter. We invited junior or senior                
mechanical engineering students in the top 25% of their class, with a GPA of 3.25 or higher to                  
become a member. The top 10% of sophomore mechanical engineers were invited to become              
honorary affiliates who are able to access most membership privileges except holding officer             
positions or voting on national matters. We also created a member ledger where each new               
member, as well as the current officers, could sign their name as they are initiated. We are                 
confident that this tradition will continue into the future and further our image as a professional                
chapter of Pi Tau Sigma. 
A.2. Spring Initiation 
The Spring 2018 initiation took place on the 3rd of April continuing our new tradition of formal                 
initiations for new members. Our undergraduate invitation criteria, location, and ceremony was            
identical to that of the Fall 2017 initiation and was even more successful. This also marked the                 
first semester that the Tau Psi chapter has invited graduate students to join. Graduate students               
with GPAs above a 3.5 and in the top 25% were invited to the Tau Psi chapter. This was enabled                    
through recent changes to the national constitution. The newly inducted members were eager to              
join the existing committees we had recently established and work to further the chapters goals. 
 
B. Chapter Activities 
The Tau Psi chapter is involved with various extracurricular and community activities aimed to              
develop members and give back to the Fort Collins community. Volunteering pursuits include             
Fall and Spring Cleanup activities and STEM outreach programs in and around Fort Collins. The               
chapter hosts seminars for all mechanical engineering students enhancing leadership abilities,           
teaching engineering ethics, and promoting innovative thinking. Pi Tau Sigma is partnered with             
the Engineering College Council at Colorado State University which helps fund various chapter             
pursuits in exchange for membership involvement and guidance. The chapter also organizes            
several non academic events for members to network and escape the stresses of their studies. 
B.1. Volunteering 
The Tau Psi chapter was continually and actively involved in the Fort Collins community. The               
chapter volunteered in two local STEM nights at elementary schools to inspire young students to               







pursue careers in mechanical engineering. The chapter brought in fun, interactive machines such             
as a Stirling engine, a cutaway lawn mower engine, a four-bar linkage system, and much more.                
The volunteers also talked to the students to explain in simple terms what exactly is going                
on/how the machines work. The chapter also volunteered in a program called CSUnity and Fall               
Clean-Up. CSUnity is a opportunity for CSU students to help local elderly residents clean their               
yards during the spring. These residents would not be able to stay in their homes if students did                  
not come and perform some yard work. This is a very rewarding program and helps to reflect                 
CSU in a great light to residents. Fall Clean-Up is the same idea as CSUnity however it takes                  
place in the fall. 


 
B.2. Seminars 
The Tau Psi chapter hosted two major seminars this academic year. The first was a seminar by                 
Jim Turner, the Associate Director for Technical Management at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight             
Center. This seminar focused on NASA’s quest for innovation regarding their new Space Launch              
System. The event was an incredible success with a turnout of over 200 engineering students.               
The remainder of the day was spent touring Jim across CSU’s various facilities and ended with a                 
member’s exclusive dinner event where officers and general members were able to meet Jim and               
ask questions about his career and what work life was like at NASA. 







The second seminar was with Lee Moore who is a professional engineering mentor. He assists               
commercial clients and startup companies set and reach realistic goals and helps personal clients              
reach their personal and professional goals. This seminar had fewer attendees which allowed the              
seminar to be tuned to each attendee’s questions. At the end of the seminar, Lee had attendees fill                  
out a feedback form where he randomly selected an attendee to provide them with free coaching                
services.  


 


 
B.3. Engineering College Council 
Colorado State University’s Pi Tau Sigma - Tau Psi Chapter and the Engineering College              
Council have a long standing partnership. The purpose of the Council is to assist in the                
delegation of college funding, the sponsorship of engineering events, and the engineering            







college’s representation in student government. The chapter’s involvement in the council ensures            
our members are informed on current happenings around the university. It also creates             
opportunities for our members such as volunteering positions at career fairs and assistance with              
the planning of Engineering Days. E-Days is a weeklong event where seniors display their              
capstone projects and introduce underclassmen to the opportunities they may have during their             
senior year. The week is ended with a carnival where each student organization hosts a booth. Pi                 
Tau Sigma hosts a boat race event where attendees create a boat from a piece of paper and                  
navigate it through an obstacle course with a handheld fan. Whoever has the shortest time won a                 
coffee maker this year. The chapter’s participation with these events allows us to apply for               
funding through the council. This is where the bulk of our chapter’s funding stems from. 


 
B.4. Events 
In addition to monthly member meetings, induction, and seminars, the Tau Psi chapter held one               
social event each semester for members. This allowed members that were not able to attend               
normal meeting times additional opportunities for attendance points and getting to know            
members. These events also further all members connection to the chapter and the resources              
available, including connections with other members. For the fall semester event, the chapter             
hosted the first annual Pi Tau Sigma Jingle and Mingle holiday party for members and their                
friends and family. Festivities included an ugly sweater contest and a holiday themed design              
competition with prizes, pizza, candy and goodies. The event was one of the best attended this                
year and the chapter is considering opening the event to the entire college in the future, as a                  
yearly fundraising event. For spring semester, the events committee planned a bowling event for              
members to socialize and relax before finals. Despite low attendance, the attendees enjoyed             
having an event that did not involve a meeting on campus. The Tau Psi chapter will continue to                  
plan at least one social event each semester for members to have a variety of opportunities for                 
participation and to get to know fellow members. 
The chapter also participated in Ram Welcome, a yearly event put on by the the week before                 
classes start. This event welcomes freshmen engineering students to the college and allows them              
to see what engineering specific student organizations are available. The chapter had a booth              







with games and prizes for attraction, with officers talking to students about the organization, its               
requirements and benefits. This is a great first introduction to the organization for incoming              
engineering students and the Tau Psi chapter will continue to reach out to prospective members               
through this event.  


 
C. Other 
C.1. Committees 
This year, Tau Psi established committees to give our members more opportunities to be              
involved. The three committees, their descriptions, and their accomplishments are as follows.  
C.1.1. Outreach 
The Outreach Committee is in charge of connecting with non-members. This includes the CSU              
Walter Scott Jr College of Engineering, Fort Collins community members, and alumni. The             
outreach committee gained many contacts for presenters of future seminars. It also and used Pi               
Tau Sigma and CSU records to begin contacting Tau Psi alumni to offer them a semesterly                
newsletter and gauge interest in future involvement.  
C.1.2. Events 
The Events Committee plans events for members as well as outreach. The outreach committee              
took responsibility for the annual “Golden Calculator” event that is part of CSU’s Engineering              
days celebration. A calculator was hidden in a certain location on campus, then the team               
designed clues to be released every few hours until the calculator was found. This year’s hunt                
was very successful with almost 300 people participating, the team received praise from the              
Engineering College Council, which organized the overall event. The Events Committee also            
planned a members bowling night. In the future the team plans to be heavily involved in                
nationals planning, as well as organizing fundraisers and building a large brass bent to be               
displayed on campus.  







 
C.1.3. Fundraising 
The chapter implemented a new system of financial checks and balances in preparation for              
hosting the convention next year and the increase in the amount of funds to manage. Going                
forward, the chapter president and treasurer are both active on all financial accounts, with              
treasurer being the primary and in charge of record keeping. The president and treasurer will               
communicate closely and the president will review accounts, monitoring funds to make sure they              
are being used appropriately. The Tau Psi chapter treasurer will send the advisor and president               
monthly statements along with the financial spreadsheet detailing all transactions and account            
balances.  
C.2. Nationals Planning 
The Tau Psi chapter has been diligently planning the 2019 Pi Tau Sigma National Convention.               
There are active members in the chapter that have collectively attended the last three              
conventions. These experiences, along with consistent communications with the         
Secretary-Treasurer, have enlightened the chapter on how to plan for and execute a successful              
convention. There is currently a drafted events schedule, donations tier list and budget. This              
summer will be dedicated to acquiring tiered sponsorships. The chapter has established            
relationships with the Colorado State University foundations office as well as various planning             







services the university offers. The Tau Psi chapter is confident in its ability to host a successful                 
and memorable convention and hopes to set a precedent for years to come. 


 








2018-2019 
 
Pi Tau Sigma - Colorado State Tau Psi 
 
A. Initiations 
A.1. Fall Initiation 
The Fall 2018 initiation took place later in the fall semester, on the 7th of November, continuing                 
last year’s new institution of a truly formal event. The initiation was held in a private banquet                 
room at the university’s student center with catered refreshments. Our members and officers             
attended in formal attire and new members were ritually inducted by the President and Vice               
President. The officers felt that the professionalism of the event was more representative of the               
prestige of our organization and we plan to continue these traditions in the future. We invited                
junior or senior mechanical engineering students in the top 25% of their class, with a GPA of                 
3.25 or higher to become a member. The top 10% of sophomore mechanical engineers were               
invited to become honorary affiliates who are able to access most membership privileges except              
holding officer positions or voting on national matters.  
 
A.2. Spring Initiation 
Our chapter’s Spring 2019 initiation took place at the national convention, which was hosted by               
our chapter this year. The ceremony was conducted by members of the national board. Our               
undergraduate invitation criteria and ceremony were identical to that of the Fall 2018 initiation,              
including inviting graduate students with GPAs above a 3.5 and in the top 25%. The newly                
inducted members were eager to join the organization, and two of the members are already               
elected officers for the next year.  
 
B. National Convention 


The National Convention at CSU     
took up the majority of our PTS       
involvement. The convention   
was held the third weekend of      
February and had 179 attendees.     
The 2 days of activities kept      
everyone busy, but gave all a fun       
break from school work and     
stress with new friends and     
contacts. Friday night dinner was     
the first event of the convention.      
About 70% of the attendees were      
able to make it for a catered       







dinner at the Lory Student Center on the CSU campus. Following the dinner was a game night                 
where a smash brothers tournament and an assortment of board games were available to play.               
The next morning, late arrivals were able to register at breakfast before the Autodesk design               
competition. Group pictures were taken Saturday on our way to lunch. After lunch was the panel                
discussion where industry leaders from Fort Collins answered questions for students focussed on             
the benefits of continuing education to a masters or doctorate degree in engineering. Dinner              
Saturday followed the small career fair held exclusively for PTS members. The dinner had many               
items of business including national business items, the Tau Psi chapter initiation,            
announcements of awards, and a keynote speech from Jim Turner from Nasa. No events were               
held Sunday. The convention had great feedback and was a fantastic opportunity for the Tau Psi                
chapter at CSU to gain contacts in industries in Fort Collins and beyond.  


 
 
C. Chapter Activities 
The Tau Psi chapter is involved with various extracurricular and          
community activities aimed to develop members and give back         
to the Fort Collins community. Our yearly volunteering        
opportunities included Fall and Spring Cleanup activities and        
STEM outreach programs in and around Fort Collins. The         
chapter has hosted seminar speakers for all mechanical        
engineering students in the past but all resources this year were           
put into preparations for hosting the national convention. The         
chapter plans to host speakers in the following year when the           







students have more time for additional outreach. Pi Tau Sigma is also            
partnered with the Engineering College Council at Colorado State         
University, which helps fund various chapter pursuits in exchange for          
membership involvement and guidance. With the council, our chapter         
participated in Ram Welcome, welcoming new students to the university,          
and E-Days, the senior design showcase week.  
 
C.1. Volunteering 
The Tau Psi chapter continued to offer members volunteer opportunities          
that keep the organization connected with the local community. The          
chapter volunteered in local STEM nights at elementary schools to          
inspire young students to pursue careers in mechanical engineering. The chapter brought in             
interactive machines such as a Stirling engine, a cutaway lawn mower engine, and a four-bar               
linkage system. The volunteers talked to the students to explain in simple terms what exactly is                
going on/how the machines work, introducing engineering to students in a fun way. The chapter               
participated in a twice yearly volunteering event set up by the university, CSUnity and Fall               
Clean-Up. CSUnity is an opportunity for CSU students to help local elderly residents clean their               
yard after the winter and prepare for the next season. This is a very rewarding program and helps                  
to reflect CSU in a great light to residents. Fall Clean-Up is the same idea as CSUnity but takes                   
place in the fall.  


 
 
C.2. Engineering College Council 
Colorado State University’s Pi Tau Sigma - Tau Psi Chapter is a long time member of the                 
Engineering College Council at CSU. The purpose of the council is to assist in the delegation of                 
college funding, the sponsorship of engineering events, and the engineering college’s           
representation in student government. This year, a new position was created to represent our org               
within the council, Engineering College Council Representative. This officer attended weekly           
meetings with the council, voting on events and ensuring members are informed on current              







happenings around the   
university. It also creates    
opportunities for our   
members such as   
volunteering positions at   
career fairs and assistance    
with the planning of    
Engineering Days.  
E-Days is a weeklong    
event where seniors   
display their capstone   
projects and introduce   
underclassmen to the   
opportunities they may   
have during their senior    
year. For the second year     
in a row, the chapter has been in charge of the big prize event at E-Days, the Golden Calculator                   
treasure hunt, hiding the calculator and providing clever clues for the search. This is another               
great way to get advertisement for our organization and participate in events held by the college.                
The week ended with a carnival where each student organization hosts a booth. Pi Tau Sigma                
hosted a boat race event where attendees created a boat from a piece of paper and navigated it                  
through an obstacle course with a handheld fan. It was a very windy day which made for some                  
fun races and good participation. We had leftover t-shirts from the convention that we were able                
to give out as prizes, promoting our organization at the same time. The chapter’s participation               
with these events allows us to apply for funding through the council. This funding was used in                 
previous years to help students attend the national convention and has been the primary resource               
of funds for our chapter.  


 
C.3. Events 
In addition to monthly member meetings, induction, and seminars, the Tau Psi chapter held one               
social event each semester for members. This allowed members that were not able to attend               
normal meeting times additional opportunities for attendance points and getting to know            
members. These events also further all members connection to the chapter and the resources              
available, including connections with other members. For the fall semester event, the chapter             
hosted the second annual Pi Tau Sigma Jingle and Mingle holiday party for members and their                
friends and family. Festivities included an ugly sweater contest and a holiday themed design              
competition with prizes, pizza, candy and goodies. The event was one of the best attended this                
year and the chapter is considering opening the event to the entire college in the future, as a                  
yearly fundraising event. For spring semester, the events committee planned a bent night where              







members could get together and finish their PTS vents for display. The attendees enjoyed having               
an event that did not involve a meeting on campus. The Tau Psi chapter will continue to plan at                   
least one social event each semester for members to have a variety of opportunities for               
participation and to get to know fellow members. 
The chapter also participated in Ram Welcome, a yearly event the week before classes start. This                
event welcomes freshmen engineering students to the college and allows them to see what              
engineering specific student organizations are available. The chapter had a booth with games and              
prizes for attraction, with officers talking to students about the organization, its requirements and              
benefits. This is a great first introduction to the organization for incoming engineering students              
and the Tau Psi chapter will continue to reach out to prospective members through this event.  


 
 
 


 








 
Colorado State Tau Psi 


Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 
Chartered May 13, 1961.  Number 72 


 
Goals for 2008-2009 


 
The goals for this sesmester were to increase 
membership and involvement of Pi Tau Sigma.  
We also strived to build a strong leadership core 
with members that would be involved for more 
than one year and able to learn competancies 
with leading this group effectively, and then 
continuing on for another year making the group 
stronger.  We also worked to increase 
involvement and interest in joining Pi Tau 
Sigma. 
 


Activities  
 
 Ramride – A large number of members were 
involved in this event, in which we formed teams 
of two.  One person drove while one navigated.  
A group of people in the student center received 
calls from people who needed rides home and 
they then relayed the information onto us.  We 
then gave them a ride home with no questions 
asked. 
  
CSUnity – We put together a team who was 
ready to work.  Ten of us were set to stain a deck 
in Berthoud but due to weather constraints on 
three consecutive weekends, we were unable to 
ever actually participate. 
 
End of Year BBQ – This event was held in order 
to build relationships and friendship in a non 
academic atmosphere for Pi Tau Sigma 
members. 
 


Graduates   
 
Bradley Carr - Unknown 
Benjamin Geller – Continuing on for Masters at 


Colorado State University 
Ryan Kindt - Unknown 
Jennifer Mchenry – Biomedical Engineering – 


Defense Company, which one yet unknown 
Derek Ongalo - Unknown 
Ross Bulkley - Unknown 
Steven DeHerrera – Materials Engineering - 


Woodward 
Michael Gordon - Unknown 


 
Names of New Members   
 
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Ross Bulkley 
Timothy Campbell 
Eric D. Chambers 
Steven DeHerrera 
Matthew D. Fox 
Michael Gordon 
Justin E. Hickel 
Christopher Hunter 
Travis E. Lipstein 
Travis Reynolds 
Ryan Sullenberger 
Peter Vieira 


 
Spring 2009 Pledges 


Ryan Slinger 
Hannah Hudson 
Jason Wagner 
Joe Bixby 


 
Transfer of Responsibilities 


 
Officer elections were held in late April.  The 
majority of the officer’s continued on from the 
previous year and the vice president was elected 
because of her ability to continue on another 
year and succeed on as president next year.  This 
allows for increased competency of officers for 
continued years. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


Plans for 2008-2009 
 


Update chapter website in order to promote 
knowledge of Pi Tau Sigma and to keep 
members up to date on current events.  Site will 
also allow for interaction between current 
members and Pi Tau Sigma alum.  


Participate in more service projects and hold 
more meetings in an attempt to increase 
involvement, while not forcing too much time of 
involvement to make members remove 
themselves from involvement. 







Continue participation in CSUnity as a means to 
give back to the community. 


Participate in tutoring in conjunction with 
teachers and TA’s in order to provide 
underclassmen with a resource for help with 
Mechanical Engineering classes.  


 
Chapter Officers  


President Bradley Carr 
Vice President Stacy Jonett 
Treasurer Steven Isaacs 
Secretary James Howland 
Community Service Chair Benjamin Geller 


 
Chapter Advisor   


Dr. John Williams 
 
Contact information   


www.engr.colostate.edu/pts 
 
Reporters 


Bradley Carr 
Stacy Jonett 
Steven Isaacs 
James Howland 
Benjamin Geller 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2014-2015 


 


 Colorado State University Tau Psi 


 


 A. Initiations  
The Colorado State University Tau Psi Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma held formal initiation for new 


members in both the fall and spring semesters. In fall 2013, 36 junior students were eligible 


within the top 25% of mechanical engineering students. The cutoff GPA for this group was 3.18. 


Additionally, 115 senior students were eligible within the top 35% of mechanical engineering 


students. The cutoff GPA for this group was 3.18. In spring 2014, 53 junior students were 


eligible within the top 25% of mechanical engineering students. The cutoff GPA for this group 


was 3.315. Moreover, 143 senior students were eligible within the top 35% of mechanical 


engineering students. The cutoff GPA for this group was 3.151. Eligible students were sent a 


formal invitation to join Pi Tau Sigma through email. 12 new members were initiated into Pi Tau 


Sigma in the fall on October 8, 2014. 6 new members were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma in the 


spring on April 22, 2014. As part of the formal initiations, new members were required to recite 


sections of the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals document per national guidelines set forth by Pi Tau Sigma. 


With completion of these vows, new members were officially welcomed into the CSU Pi Tau 


Sigma organization in the presence of the officers and current members. Pizza and drinks were 


provided and dress was business casual. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 
Engineering Student Organizations Fair 


The Colorado State Tau Psi chapter activities began with the annual Engineering Student 


Organizations Fair on August 23, 2014. The purpose of this fair is for incoming freshman 


engineering students to see and interact with the leadership of all the different engineering 


organizations. The Tau Psi chapter officers hosted an informational booth as well as an 


engineering problem solving challenge to encourage new students to approach the booth. The 


challenge involved answering one of ten engineering problems on a flyer correctly for candy. 


The officers described the purpose of Pi Tau Sigma as well as the various resources that the club 


provided to incoming engineering students, namely tutoring.  


 


Tutoring 


One of the biggest changes that Pi Tau Sigma made this year was in the free tutoring service that 


is provided. In previous years each member was available one hour per week to meet with 


students. This resulted in a very scattered and broken schedule. To help solve this issue we 


consolidated the tutoring hours to Wednesday and Thursday evenings from 4-7pm. The tutoring 


sessions were also held in an engineering lab. This resulted in a significate increase in attendance 


at the tutoring sessions. In the 2015-2016 year the Tau Psi chapter hopes to continue this 


alteration to a great service that Pi Tau Sigma is known for at CSU. 


 







 
Figure 1: Tau Psi Tutors 


 


STEM Night 


In addition to tutoring, Pi Tau Sigma was very active in community outreach. In the fall 2014 


semester and the spring 2015 semester Pi Tau Sigma had members attend the Shepardson 


Elementary STEM Night. At these STEM nights members show elementary aged students 


projects that they are working on in courses at CSU. The club produced interactive STEM 


displays: 3D printing display with a demonstrating 3D printer; rocket display and multiple rocket 


launches throughout the event; NASA lift and drag experiments and display; mechatronics 


project display; and magic carpet pulley system for kids to lift their friends. The elementary 


school students and parents were excited to learn about mechanical engineering through the Pi 


Tau Sigma displays. Below shows a picture of several of the displays described above as well as 


participating members. 


 


 
Figure 2: Tau Psi Member Describing an Engineering Project at STEM Night 


 


Public Outreach 


In the fall semester of 2014 the Tau Psi chapter contributed to the annual Fall Cleanup event held 


at CSU. This is a campus wide event that has been gaining popularity in the recent years. In 2012 


over 1,000 volunteers helped 171 elderly and/or physically limited neighbors in the Fort Collins 


area. Our chapter had 6 volunteers cleanup leaves, branches, and gutters for an elderly woman 


that has lived in Fort Collins her entire life. In the spring semester of 2015 the Tau Psi chapter 







took part in CSUnity. This event is similar to Fall Cleanup but it focuses around helping out 


residents along with local businesses as well. The Tau Psi chapter had 10 volunteers go to 


Greenbriar Park to help with tree ring mulching.  


 


 
Figure 3: Top Pictures at CSUnity. The Bottom Two Pictures Fall Cleanup 


 


Design Competition 


Last year Pi Tau Sigma had a design competition at the last meeting. This academic year the Tau 


Psi chapter had a design competition at every monthly meeting. This significantly increased 


member attendance to the meetings and also increased student’s interest in joining this honor 


society. Some of the competitions held include 2 liter bottle rocket launch, mouse trap car race, 


catapult competition made with popsicle stick and rubber bands, etc. 


 


 
Figure 4: Two Design Competitions 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Wolf Robotics Tour 


Wolf Robotics is an engineering company in Fort Collins, Colorado that incorporates robotics in 


manufacturing to create semi or fully automated robotic solutions. The Tau Psi chapter was 


responsible for two tours this year. 


 


 
Figure 5: Tour Group in front of Wolf Robotics 


 


Throughout the academic year, Pi Tau Sigma maintained a monthly meeting schedule. During 


the meetings, officers and members collaborated on making the tutoring services as effective as 


possible; officers announced volunteer opportunities debriefed ones that had passed; and the 


officers provided an open forum for members to voice any opinions and suggestions. 


 


C. Other  
Officer elections were conducted at the beginning of April to passover Pi Tau Sigma 


responsibilities to the new officers. Elections were done by having each interested member 


volunteer for available positions and, if necessary, provide a brief summary of previous 


applicable experience to being an officer. After elections, new members began to share some 


ideas regarding new goals for the 2012-2013 year including:  


1) Maintaining tutoring responsibility  


2) Improving overall recruiting rates  


3) Allow for much more interaction between tutors and underclassmen by implementing 


new internet-based communication tools  


 


New members were then given access to all necessary information for a smooth transition of 


officer duties. The new members include:  


 
 President - Matt Todd 
 Vice President - Marie Dutton 
 Treasurer - Adam Kuehster 
 Secretary - Connor Redalen 
 Public Outreach - Micheal Lambert 
 Event Manager - Nate Overton 


 


 







Advisor –  
Dr. John D. Williams  


 


Reporting Officers –  
President: Matt Todd  


Vice President: Andrea Tripp 


Treasurer: John Whitmore  


Secretary: Josh Krokowski  


Community Service Chair: Phillip Thompson  





